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THE TOPIC OF GENDER EQUALITY CAN BE FRAUGHT WITH EMOTIVE 
DANGER. FOR THE PURPOSE OF CLARITY, HARRIER HUMAN CAPITAL 
CONCURS WITH THE CEO OF THE CENTRE FOR SOCIAL ECONOMICS 
AUSTRALIA, ROSS HONEYWELL’S EXPLANATION OF EQUALITY AS IT 
RELATES TO GENDER:

“Equality does NOT mean women are 
equal to men. That’s one of the great 
dangers of the term. Women and men 
are entirely different. Woman does 
not equal Man. And Man does not 
equal Woman. Each represents two 
different worlds. Or more accurately 
two versions of the same world that 
remain irreducibly distinct.

In the workplace however,  
difference is often invoked to 
unfavourably compare women to 
men, with men as the standard 
against which women are considered 
lesser beings or non-men.

Gender equality does not therefore 
acknowledge or attempt to reverse 
women’s status as non-men.  

It recognises that women differ from 
men rather than seeing them as the 
opposites of men.

Gender equality means social, legal, 
economic, political, professional 
equality for each gender. When we 
talk about equality in the gender 
context therefore, we should always 
preface the word ‘equality’ with 
social, legal, economic, political, 
professional... and not just leave 
the word hanging out there inviting 
misinterpretation.”  1

GENDER DIVERSITY: INSPIRING CHANGE

setting the scene
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ACHIEVING GREATER GENDER DIVERSITY AND EQUALITY HAS LONG 
BEEN THE MANTRA OF MANY FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES. INITIALLY  
THE DISCUSSION CENTRED ON FAIRNESS AND EQUITY, BUT HAS  
MORE RECENTLY SHIFTED TO A FOCUS ON – AND REALISATION  
OF – SUPERIOR BUSINESS PERFORMANCE. 

According to the Harvard Business 
Review, companies with women in 
their top ranks are more profitable 
with higher employee retention 
and greater overall staff morale. In 
fact, the top quarter of Fortune 500 
companies with the greatest number 
of female representatives on their 
corporate boards outperform those  
in the lowest quartile by at least 47% 
in return on equity. 2

A recent study of 506 US based 
companies also demonstrated that 
for each one percent increase in the 
rate of gender diversity resulted in an 
approximate three per cent increase  
in sales revenue. 3

A Credit Suisse report tracking gender 
diversity across global organisations 
over six years concluded that 
companies with at least some female 
board representation outperformed 
those with no female board 
representation in terms of share 
price. The report also found that 
performance was more robust and 
less volatile in the post-2008 era when 
economic conditions were unstable or 
in recession. 4 

Yet, whilst a global survey reveals that 
72% of corporate executives believe 
there is a direct connection between 
gender diversity and improved 
financial success5, 49% of Fortune 500 
companies have just one or no women 
in their executive teams. The same is 
true for 45% of boards. 6 

What are the statistics telling us? 

Clearly, there is room for optimism 
and we have a long way to go.

This paper explores the current 
cultural and Australian landscape 
for gender diversity, together with 
inhibitors to progress and strategies 
for success.

Mind the Gap
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The Cultural 
Factor

Let’s look at a number of compelling statistics: 

Two thirds of the world’s 88m illiterate adults  
are women.

Girls make up more than 70% of the 125m children  
who do not have access to education.

In South Africa, women are three times more likely  
to be raped than get an education.

5,000 ‘honour’ killings occur every year around the  
world; girls and women are killed by members of  
their own family for ‘bringing shame’. 

More than 55% of Afghan girls are married  
or engaged by the age of ten.

Arizona state, USA, is seeking to deny female employees  
the right to birth control via their corporate health  
insurance policy for ‘ethical’ reasons.

Around 125m girls have undergone genital circumcision 
which occurs between the age of five and ten and is 
completed with a razor and without anaesthetic. 

60% of police time in Australia is spent responding to 
domestic violence reports; one in three murders is  
domestic and in the overwhelmingly majority, women.

3x

5000

55%

million
125
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CEO of the Centre for Social Economics Australia, Ross Honeywell argues 
that behaviour doesn’t fundamentally change without attitudes changing. 
Interestingly, he further asserts that the focus on outputs – rules, policies, 
quotas and compliance – is redundant when it is attitude that is the root cause. 

This change, of course, is not easy and will possibly take generations to achieve. 
It is important, however, that we acknowledge the criticality of addressing 
these attitudes and behaviours if we are to achieve true gender equality.

4
minutes

THAT’S HOW OFTEN 
A WOMAN IS RAPED 
IN THIS COUNTRY.

SOUTH AFRICA

Shockingly women are 3 times more likely 
to be raped then get an education

10
years old

WOMEN IN 2014

THE AGE THAT 
MORE THAN 

 55%
of Afghan girls are married 

or engaged by

CAN THERE BE A RATIONAL DEBATE ON GENDER DIVERSITY WITHIN 
COMMUNITY, CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT ENTITIES WITHOUT 
ALSO UNDERSTANDING CULTURAL AND HUMANITARIAN ISSUES 
THAT UNDERPIN THESE STRUCTURES? WHAT ARE THE UNCONSCIOUS 
BIASES, CULTURAL ‘NORMS’ OR ASSUMPTIONS, MINDSETS AND 
RELIGIOUS VALUES THAT SHAPE WOMEN’S EXPERIENCE AND IMPACT 
PARTICIPATION ACROSS ALL AREAS OF SOCIETY? 
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The Australian 
Landscape

THE STORY FOR AUSTRALIA  
IS MIXED.

According to the 2013 Workplace 
Gender Equality Report:

• The Australian workforce is 
comprised of 48% women  
and 52% men.

• 35.4% of managers are female  
vs 64.6% male.

• 13.5% of CEO’s are female  
vs 86.5% male.

• The average difference in pay 
between full time female and  
male employees was 17.1%. 9

In May 2014, 18.2% of ASX boards 
included women, the highest 
percentage achieved in Australia and 
demonstrative of an increasing trend 
since 2010. 10 

Women comprised 31% of new 
appointments to ASX 200 boards to  
May 2014 (24 appointments), up from 
22% in both 2013 (37 appointments)  
and 2012 (41 appointments). 

However, compared to other Asia 
Pacific countries, Australia has made  
slow progress.

The Global Gender Index Gap, a 
report that benchmarks national 
gender gaps of 136 countries on 
economic, political, education and 
health-based criteria, shows Australia 
dropped eight places in the rankings 
between 2006 and 2011, from 15th to 23rd. 

This indicates that improvements  
in the gender gap in Australia are  
not progressing at the same rate  
as other nations. 11 

Overall, Australia is ranked third in 
the Asia-Pacific Region, behind New 
Zealand and the Philippines.

New Zealand, a country often seen 
as very similar to Australia, sits 
significantly higher in the rankings, 
placing sixth overall.

Yet, whilst Australia has the highest 
attainment rate for women for 
tertiary education of all 34 OECD 
countries, it has the second lowest 
participation of women in senior 
leadership roles in the workforce, 
behind only Japan. A total of 41 
boards in the ASX 200 still do not 
include women. 12

Despite this, Australia has the SECOND 
LOWEST participation of WOMEN IN 
SENIOR LEADERSHIP roles in the 
workforce, behind only Japan

Of all 34 OECD 
countries, Australia 
has the HIGHEST 
ATTAINMENT 
rate for women 
in TERTIARY 
EDUCATION

AUSTRALIA...
Women are on average paid 17% LESS than men

The average gender pay gap between 
full time employees is 

Financial
Services

32% 30% 26% 21%
Healthcare Professional

Services
Resource

and Mining
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Prevailing leadership style within executive 
and middle management teams 
Ross Honeywell argues that whilst 
the conventional wisdom is ‘change 
the behaviour and you fix the 
problem’, the underlying cause of 
gender inequity is not behaviour; 
it is attitudes and values. “It is the 
internalised mindset of every director 
and employee in an organisation – not 
the externalised rules – that shape and 
deliver gender equity.” 13 

Corporate Australia is a man’s world. 
If we look at the country’s top 
200 ASX listed companies, 82% of 
directors are men. Meritocracy – the 
system favoured in Australia in which 
individuals advance or are selected 
on the basis of their talent and ability 
and not class, connections or wealth 
– cannot, however, be taken at face 
value. The merits-based system is 
skewed to favour men. 14

However, women represent half  
the population, and now exceed  
men in obtaining a university degree 
so it’s not a question of numbers  
or qualification.

What unconscious biases exist which 
then frame and determine policy and 
structures within an organisation that 
may unfavour women? 

Inhibitors to 
Progress

 53% 
of women believe 
employers rarely  

MEET EXPECTATIONS  
in terms of  
DIVERSITY 

Companies TALK THE TALK but 
Executive Leaders rarely WALK THE WALK
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Lack of diversity in leadership behaviours  
& communication 
A number of reports cite the benefit 
of diversity in relation to leadership 
style and performance. A 2008 
McKinsey report identifies nine key 
leadership criteria that define a good 
leader. According to the findings, 
women apply five of the traits more 
regularly than men. Hence, the idea 
that a balance of gender diversity at 
the senior level would result in an 
improved balance of leadership style 
and performance has strong merit.  
So, too, does the logic that the lack  
of diversity in leadership behaviours 
and communication only reinforces 
the current status quo.

The third annual Ketchum Leadership 
Communication Monitor released 
recently also revealed that it’s top 
level female leaders who are best at 
getting their message across. 15

More than 6,500 responses from 
individuals around the world provided 
found that in five out of seven metrics 
of effective leadership, female leaders 
outdid their male counterparts. 

Inhibitors to 
Progress

People development

Role model

Expectations and rewards

Participative decision making

Efficient communication

Control and corrective action

Women apply more

Women apply 
slightly more

Women and men 
apply equally

Men apply more

Inspiration

Intellectual stimulation

Individualistic decision making
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Unconscious bias
One of the frequent reasons given 
for the low number of female board 
members is that there are fewer 
qualified female candidates than 
men. In BlackRock’s Gender Diversity 
Report 2013, however, it was found 
that some 80 % of the men appointed 
to ASX 200 company boards did not 
have previous or current experience 
as an ASX 200 board member, 
while only 57 % of female board 
appointments did not have previous 
or current experience as an ASX 200 
board member.

The report suggests that women need 
to ‘prove’ themselves more than their 
male colleagues to be considered for 
an ASX 200 board. 16

Stereotyping is one of the key reasons 
why gender diversity has been 
difficult to achieve. What’s surprising 
is the degree to which stereotyping 
influences decisions. The report cites 
an example where two sets of MBA 
students were given case studies on 
the performance of a CEO. The case 
studies were identical in all but one 
detail: in one the CEO is called John 
and in the other she is called Jane. The 
upshot was that the MBA students 
rated the performance of Jane much 
more harshly than they did John, 
despite the fact they had performed 
in exactly the same way.

Self-confidence  
and ambition
Survey data highlights two particular 
character traits that are likely to 
impede professional progress for 
women. First, there is confidence 
in ability. Psychologists, Eagly and 
Johnson’s survey of MBA students 
(Gender and Leadership Style 
Analysis) showed that 70% of 
female respondents rated their own 
performance as equivalent to that  
of their co-workers, while 70% of 
men rated themselves higher than 
their co-workers. 17 

Second, women appear to have lower 
ambitions than men. A number of 
studies found that women indicate 
a significantly lower degree of desire 
for positions of power than men do. 18 

Recent internal research undertaken 
by Google supports these observations. 
Google found that a higher 
proportion of women who applied  
for jobs did not make it past the 
phone interview. Interviewers 
typically judged the female candidate 
as unaccomplished because they did 
not easily flaunt their achievements. 
Google now asks interviewers to 
report candidates’ answers in  
more detail.

Google also found that women 
who turned down job offers had 
interviewed only with men.  
Now, a woman interviewing at 
Google will meet other women  
during the hiring process.

Both actions have resulted in an 
increase in women being hired. 

However, once hired, technical 
women were not being promoted 
at the same rate as men. At Google, 
employees nominate themselves for 
promotions, but the data revealed 
that women were less likely to do so. 
So senior women at Google now host 
workshops to encourage women to 
nominate themselves, and they are 
promoted proportionally to men. 19 

Inhibitors to 
Progress
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No glass ceiling but a leaky pipeline…
It may not be a case of the glass 
ceiling after all.

The metaphor of the leaky pipeline 
has been used to describe how 
women drop out at all stages of their 
careers, significantly impacting on the 
(limited) number of available female 
candidates for senior roles. 

Women are outnumbered at all levels, 
and are increasingly outnumbered  
as they rise through the ranks.  
The diagram to the right highlights 
the odds of advancement for men 
over women taken from data 
provided by 130 companies with 
more than 10,000 employees and/or 
revenues greater than $1 billion.

In simple terms, the leaky pipe is a 
systemic reflection of the inhibitors 
to progress identified.

Inhibitors to 
Progress

 
SOURCE: MCKINSEY (2012).WOMAN MATTER: MAKING THE BREAKTHROUGH.  

CEO 2

9Seats on executive committee

14Senior management & vice president

22Middle management

52Entry level

5x

3x

2x

2x

In simple terms, 
the leaky pipe is a 

systemic reflection 
of the inhibitors to 
progress identified.
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ACHIEVING A CULTURE THAT EMBRACES GENDER DIVERSITY REQUIRES  
A MULTIYEAR TRANSFORMATION; COMPANIES THAT LEAD BY EXAMPLE  
MAINTAIN A STRONG FOCUS DURING THE JOURNEY, WITH THE  
SUPPORT OF A HUMAN RESOURCES (HR) FUNCTION THAT IS AN  
EMPOWERED FORCE FOR CHANGE. 

Target v quotas 
Gender quotas are a mandated 
requirement that a specified 
percentage of women be appointed 
to particular positions. Typically, 
quotas are legislated by government 
and will attract punitive measures  
for non-compliance.

Targets are a voluntary aspirational 
level and usually set by an 
organisation, industry or sector. 20

Whilst the percentage of women 
in senior roles remains low, there 
has been an increase in government 
intervention. In fact, seven countries 
in the past five years have passed 
legislation mandating female board 
representation and eight have set 
non-mandatory targets. 21 

Countries like Norway, India and 
Denmark have all introduced 
mandatory quotas with positive 

results, despite initial reluctance by 
many to support the move. 

In Denmark, for example, voluntary 
gender quotas introduced in the 
1970’s were removed by the 1990’s 
as gender balanced candidate pools 
became the norm.

Dr Katherine Phillips, Professor 
of Leadership and Ethics at the 
Columbia Business School believes 
that in order to change representation 
in organisations, a quota may  
be necessary. 

Whilst, in the short term, this may 
come with potentially negative 
side effects or be detrimental to 
performance, the impact of diversity 
is seen over the longer term. Her view 
is that quotas may be a necessary 
strategy to embed the change. 22

CEO commitment 
to inclusion culture 
 CEO’s are identified as the primary 
role model who must consistently 
engage the leadership and HR 
function and stay involved. Leaders 
of top performers make their 
commitment visible as well as verbal. 23 

According to the results of interviews 
with senior leaders by McKinsey, 
those that performed exceptionally 
well on gender diversity metrics 
had strong CEO and leadership 
commitment to an inclusion culture. 24 

At these companies, CEOs and senior 
executives “walk, talk, run, and shout 
about gender diversity. Their passion 
goes well beyond logic and

 economics; it’s emotional. In short, 
they fervently believe in the business 
benefits of a caring environment 
where talent can rise.” 25 

The bottom line, according to the 
McKinsey findings, is that whilst 
numbers matter, belief makes the 
case powerful. Real stories relayed 
by the CEO and other top leaders 
—backed by tangible action—can 
build an organisational commitment 
to everything from creating an even 
playing field to focusing on top talent 
to treating everyone with respect. 
Each time a story is told, the case 
for diversity gets stronger and more 
people commit to it. 26 

Strategies for 
Success

82% 
of female employees surveyed
consider diversity, equality 
and workforce inclusion
MORE IMPORTANT than 
financial remuneration
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Corporate culture 
It only follows that companies with 
strong leadership (CEO, Board and 
C-suite) and a focus on diversity, 
create cultures of inclusion that 
successfully advance women. The 
2013 McKinsey report found that this 
type of culture for many successful 
organisations dated back decades  
and was at the core of ‘how we  
do business’. 

The findings however suggested that 
gender-diversity programs aren’t 
enough. While they can provide an  
initial jolt, values only last if they are 

demonstrated daily by the leadership. 
All organisations interviewed cited 
role modelling as a critical element in 
embedding sustainable change. 27 

Companies like Adobe, Aetna and 
Steelcase were found to have a 
long commitment to diversity and 
inclusion but not just by focusing on 
women. These organisations were 
found to take a more ‘humanistic’ 
approach in leadership, policy and 
systems which foster inclusion and 
supports both men and women.

Role models 
Whilst a plethora of academic 
research exists to suggest that 
changing unconscious bias and 
stereotypes (that in turn, guide 
decision making) can take significant 
time, evidence presented by Beaman 
et al notes that female leaders 
are more likely to be accepted 
within their community if their 
appointment followed the tenure  
of other female leaders. 28 

This suggests that role models are 
an important element in changing 
bias, stereotypes, perceptions and 
building momentum for women in 
leadership roles.

McKinsey research suggests 
a correlation between the 
representation of women on boards 
and on top-executive teams; the 
leaders at many of the companies 
identified encourage female (and 
male) board members to establish 
relationships with potential future 
female leaders and to serve as their 
role models or sponsors. 

The McKinsey report concluded 
that it was clear from interviews 
conducted that the boards of the 
best-performing companies provided 
much-needed discipline to sustain 
progress on gender diversity, often 
simply by asking, “Where are the 
women?” They see women on 
boards as a real advantage in building 
momentum and change through  
role modelling. 29 

Flexible working 
Starting a family means a break 
from the workforce, which can be 
challenging when trying to obtain 
and hold a senior corporate role. 
Not only is maternity leave and the 
lack of flexibility in mobility seen 
as impediments to promotion and 
sustained performance but it is more 
often women who opt out of senior 
leadership roles, or the opportunity 
for promotion, to raise a family. 

Often referred to as the ‘double 
burden’ – managing career and 
household – studies also show that 
women, on average, spend double  
the amount of time on domestic 
chores as men, placing them at  
a distinct disadvantage. 30

If business is to harness the skills, 
talent and experience of women, 
it is only logical that arrangements 
are offered that provide flexibility 
– whether it be hours worked, 
scheduling meetings between school 
hours only, the location, child care or 
job sharing. The focus should be on 
outcomes, not time served. 31

Strategies for 
Success
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Financial benefits
Aside from the data supporting 
improved financial benefits, evidence 
strongly suggests that companies 
with women on the board have an 
improved risk profile and  
corporate governance. 

A report compiled by Professor Nick 
Wilson at Leeds University Business 
School showed that having at least 
one female board member appears to 
reduce the likelihood of the company 
becoming bankrupt by 20% and that 
having two or three female directors 
reduced the possibility of bankruptcy 
even further. 32 

There is strong consensus too within 
academic research that a greater 
number of women on the board 
improves performance on corporate 
and social governance metrics, in 
addition to a greater focus on clear 
communication with employees, 
customer satisfaction, diversity and 
social responsibility. 33 

Performance 
benefits
Evidence suggests that team diversity, 
supported by inclusive management, 
results in greater effort across the 
workforce. In effect, the performance 
of the sum is greater than that of the 
parts. Diversity though can lead to 
conflict and tension and does rely on 
management harnessing the positives 
and avoiding the pitfalls. 34 

A number of reports cite the benefit 
of diversity in relation to leadership 
style and performance, hence, the 
idea that a balance of gender diversity 
at the senior level would result in an 
improved balance of leadership style 
and performance has strong merit.

With more than 60% of all degrees 
conferred to women and strong 
indications that this trend will 
continue, companies that harness 
diversity will obviously have access to 
the widest possible pool of talent. 35 

Strategic benefits
In the US, women are responsible 
for 80% of consumer spending. 
In Australia, 83% of purchases are 
made by women who also control 
$20 trillion globally of consumer 
spending. Given the high proportion 
of spending control, logic follows that 
having female board representation 
will result in enhanced consumer 
understanding and decision making.

Not surprisingly, consumer facing 
industries rank highest among those 
companies with the greatest female 
board representation. 36 

The Business Case

 
Financial benefits

Increased return on equity

Increases EBIT

Lower negative gearing

Improved corporate governance

Reduced risk profile

 
Performance benefits

 
Strategic benefits
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GOVERNMENTS AND CORPORATE BOARDS MAKE DECISIONS THAT  
IMPACT YOU, YOUR COMMUNITY AND THE COUNTRY – ON POLICY,  
FUNDING, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS,  
EMPLOYMENT AND COMPENSATION. IT MAKES SENSE THEN  
THAT BOARDS AND GOVERNMENT ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF  
ITS CONSTITUENTS. 

Good decision-making requires the ability to hear and consider different points 
of view, which comes from people who have different backgrounds, experiences, 
and perspectives. Companies that have female directors and executive officers 
lead by example. They send a clear message that they value diversity of thought 
and experience. 38 

In addition to the evident need for substantive gender equality,  
there are a number of advantages in having women in leadership roles,  
specific to Australia:

• Economically, it is a worthwhile investment. According to Goldman Sachs, 
narrowing the gap between male and female employment rates would have 
huge implications for the global economy – in Australia it would boost  
GDP by 11%.

• Further, the current gender bias means that women are employed in roles 
where their productivity is not maximised. If the gender productivity gap was 
minimised, for example, by increasing the number of women in leadership 
positions, the level of economic activity in Australia could be boosted by 20%.

• Economic incentives such as these would have flow-on effects for wider 
society. It would assist in addressing the problem of pension sustainability, 
thereby reducing the dependency ratio, lifting household savings rates and 
increasing tax received by the government. 39 

• The Grattan Institute found last year that if Australia lifted its low female 
workforce participation rates to be in line with Canada it could boost 
Australian economic growth by some $25 billion a year. 40 

Diversity Matters

Gender disparity in Australian 
workplaces, particularly between 
men and women in leadership roles, 
perpetuates existing stereotypes 
about the role of women, both 
at work and in wider society, and 
exacerbates gender pay inequity. 

“What I am absolutely confident 
of is it will be easier for the next 
female leader and the woman after 
that and the woman after that. 
And for that I'm proud.”

Julia Gillard
27th Prime Minister of Australia

The bottom line is gender diversity 
makes good economic, social and 
business sense. What are you and your 
organisation doing to inspire change?
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